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中文摘要
傳統的電池測試系統，化成與分容過程中，由於充放電能量經過多級轉換器，
造成大量轉換損失。若於兩個電池間嵌入一 H 橋式轉換器，另外，在個別電池與
直流匯流排之間，以雙向返馳式轉換器補足或回收多餘的功率，可用較少轉換器，
符合充放電配方的電流需求。藉由生產排程，將充放電功率相近的電池配成對，
可使大部分功率經由效率較高的 H 橋式轉換器，返馳式轉換器僅處理小部分功率，
減少損失。
本研究實際製作充放電電路，模擬定電流放電及定電流定電壓充電之生產配
方，進行電池測試實驗。實驗結果顯示，相較於傳統的電池測試系統，採用本論
文所提出之充放電電路，在分容程序中，可減少 50 %的能量損失。
關鍵字：電池測試系統、H 橋升降壓轉換器、返馳式轉換器、化成、分容。
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Abstract
In the conventional battery test system, charging and discharging currents go
through several stages of AC-to-DC and DC-to-DC power converters causing power
conversion losses during formatting and grading processes. An H-bridge converter is
interleaved between two tested batteries, which are paired up to counterbalance the
charging and discharging powers by properly arranging the manufacturing schedule. To
cope with the designated formatting and grading profiles, each battery is attached by a
bidirectional flyback converter to complement the insufficient current into or remove
the excessive current from the tested battery. A great amount of energy can be saved in
battery production for a battery test system with fewer power conversion stages and less
power transfer between the tested batteries and the DC-bus. Experiments on two pair-up
batteries with the proposed charging/discharging circuit are conducted to accomplish the
profiles of constant-current discharging and constant-current constant-voltage charging.
Experimental results demonstrate that the power losses can be effectively reduced by 50
% during the grading process as compared with that of the conventional battery test
system.
Keywords: Battery test system, Bridge-type buck-boost converter, Flyback converter,
Formatting, Grading
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Research Background and Motivation
In recent years, with the developing of power electronics and improvement of
energy storage systems, battery usage is getting more important. Attributing to the
advancements of battery materials and technologies, batteries’ applications have been
significantly expanded to not only the devices for carry on, such as mobile phones,
laptops, flashlights etc., but also the large-scale energy storage systems, such as
uninterruptible power supplies (UPSs), electrical vehicles (EVs), energy buffers in
micro-grids etc., leading to a large number of batteries’ request [1-3]. For example,
submarine detection devices which were originally powered by cables on the shore are
gradually changed to an unmanned system. To exclude the limitation of the power
sources with power cables, the battery can be used as an alternative power source [4-6].
In these diverse battery applications, the performance of demanded devices and
equipment is affected by battery characteristics, efficiency, longevity, and endurance.
The battery types can be categorized as the primary battery and the secondary
battery. The chemical reaction of a primary battery is not irreversible. It is a kind of
disposable battery. Many conventionally used batteries such as the zinc-carbon battery,
the alkaline battery, the zinc-mercury battery, and the hydrogen-oxygen battery are
kinds of disposable batteries. They are not able to be recharged when it has been
exhausted. The applications of these disposable batteries are limited to the options when
recharge is not needed or electricity distribution is not important. The secondary battery
such as the lead-acid battery, the nickel cadmium battery, the lithium-ion battery etc. are
rechargeable, among which, the lead-acid battery is advantageous of strong
instantaneous discharge capability and wide temperature range. However, the lead-acid
1

battery is poor in terms of energy density in volume and weight, especially of the
operating cycle life. The nickel-cadmium battery has a better energy density and a
longer cycle life than those of the lead-acid battery, but is rarely used due to the toxicity
of cadmium. As compared to the shortcomings of the lead-acid battery and the
nickel-cadmium battery, the lithium- ion battery has the advantages of high capacity,
long cycle life, small size and well safety, making the lithium-ion battery used widely
more and more in our daily life [7-9]. Nowadays, many types of lithium-ion battery
have been used in the portable devices and electric vehicles such as the lithium-cobalt
battery, the lithium-manganese battery, the lithium-ion phosphate battery, the ternary
lithium battery, the lithium nickel cobalt aluminum battery and the lithium titanate
battery. By considering energy/power densities, charging/discharging rates and life
cycle, the lithium iron phosphate battery has become the mainstream in secondary
battery applications [10, 11].
With the rising rate of electric applications, manufacturing of high volume, high
quality, and high performance batteries becomes critical importance. For the increase of
the demand for batteries’ market, battery manufacturers face a significant challenge.
The battery manufacturing process needs to reduce production costs while, at the same
time, process stability needs to be improved [12-15]. However, the two treatments
which battery manufacturing has to undergo through consume lots of energy. In general,
manufacturers have to provide specifications for a new battery cell. Before appearing on
the market, a battery has to undertake formatting and grading processes to establish its
characteristics and capacity classification [16-19]. Specific charge and discharge
patterns are executed on a newly produced battery for the first charge and discharge
practices. Different formatting patterns may affect the battery’s performance, cycle life,
self- discharge rate, stability, and so on [20, 21]. After having been formatted, the
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batteries in the same batch with the same material and production method may still have
different maximum capacities for the following usage. For this reason, a grading
procedure has to be included to classify them into different capacity levels according to
the test results [22-25].
In the mass production of batteries, formatting and grading processes expend lots
of energy since the charging and discharging currents go through several power
conversion stages, causing a great amount of power conversion loss. For the
manufacturers, finding a way to save the energy during producing batteries is an
important issue for reducing the production costs. An effective method is to
counterbalance the charging and discharging currents by programing the formatting and
grading schedules. The power losses can be reduced with a relatively smaller current
flowing between the AC mains and the DC bus. Nevertheless, in the configuration of the
conventional battery test system, the charging and the discharging currents have to go
inevitably through the DC-to-DC converters, causing significant power losses even
though with a scheduled manufacturing process. To further improve the power
conversion efficiency, this paper proposes a novel charging/discharging circuit for the
battery test system. By conducting the most current through a single stage DC-to-DC
converter, the power losses for testing batteries can be effectively reduced.

1.2 Content Arrangement
The content is organized into five chapters in this thesis. Chapter 1 illustrates the
research background and perspective. Chapter 2 reviews the evolution of the battery test
system and introduces the proposed a novel configuration of the charging/discharging
circuit for testing newly manufactured batteries. Chapter 3 illustrates the operation of
the proposed charging/discharging circuit and the operation with two kinds of
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modulations. Chapter 4 designs the parameters of an exemplar circuit and then to verify
the operation of charging/discharging circuit and the purpose of reducing power
conversion loss. Besides, this chapter also compares the benefit between the proposed
charging/discharging circuit and the conventional way for conducting the battery test.
Chapter 5 gives some conclusions and discussions the battery test system.
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Chapter 2 Battery Test System
This chapter introduces the development of battery test systems and compares the
advantages and disadvantages among different kinds of systems. Based on the power
flow analysis, a battery test system for reducing power losses is proposed.

2.1 Conventional Battery Test Systems
When batteries are being manufactured, formatting and grading processes are
necessitated to establish the operation characteristics and authenticate the capacity
groupings. The battery test system is developed into different kinds for these
requirements. Fig. 2-1 shows the first-generation battery test system. In which, the
power converters for handling charging and discharging powers are all unidirectional.
During the charging process, the AC power from the AC mains is converted by an
AC-to-DC converter to a DC bus. In consideration of the conversion efficiency, the DC
bus is set at a level around 45 V. In practice, the voltage levels of the tested cells are far
less than that of the DC bus. Therefore, two stages of DC-to-DC converters are needed
to step down the voltage level from the DC bus voltage to the required charging
voltages for the tested cells. With the unidirectional DC-to-DC converters, the charging
power can only be transferred from the DC bus to the tested batteries but not from the
batteries back to the DC bus. When the discharging process is conducted on a tested cell,
a DC-to-DC converter is connected to control the discharging current. The discharging
power is consumed on a resistor. In this battery test system, all the converters used are
unidirectional with a simple charging or discharging control program. However, this
kind of battery test system includes losses on a stage of AC-to-DC converter and three
stages of DC-to-DC converters, in addition to the power consumption on the
discharging resistor.
5

The battery test system shown in Fig. 2-2 had been designed for recycling the
discharging power from the tested batteries. Additional DC-to-DC power converters are
connected between the DC bus and batteries to control the discharging currents.
Moreover, an extra inverter is used between the AC mains and the DC bus to retrieve
the power from the DC bus when the batteries are discharged. For such a battery test
system, the discharging power can be recycled at the expense of more stages of power
electronic converters with more power conversion losses.
Charge
Discharge

DC bus

AC Mains

AC-to-DC
Conversion Loss

AC-to-DC Converter

DC-to-DC
Conversion Loss

DC-to-DC
Converter Stage 1

DC-to-DC
Conversion Loss

DC-to-DC
Converter Stage 2

Battery 1
DC-to-DC
Conversion Loss

DC-to-DC
Converter Stage 3

Resistor Loss

Resistor 1

Fig. 2-1. First-generation battery test system
AC Mains

Charge
Discharge
AC-to-DC
Conversion Loss

AC-to-DC Converter

DC-to-AC Converter
(inverter)

DC bus

DC-to-DC
Conversion Loss

DC-to-DC
Converter Stage 1

DC-to-DC
Converter Stage 4

DC-to-DC
Converter Stage 2

DC-to-DC
Converter Stage 3

Battery 1

Fig. 2-2. Battery test system with unidirectional converters for recycling power
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With the advanced power electronics technology, bidirectional power electronic
converters and inverters are developed and used for the battery test system as shown in
Fig. 2-3. A bidirectional AC-to-DC converter transfers power from the AC mains to the
DC bus during the charging process, and returns power back to the AC mains from the
DC bus when the batteries are being discharged. Between the DC bus and the tested
batteries, two stages of bidirectional DC-to-DC converters are interposed for regulating
charging and discharging currents.
AC Mains

DC bus

AC-to-DC
Conversion Loss

DC-to-DC
Conversion Loss

Charge Discharge

Bidirectional
AC-to-DC Converter

Bidirectional DC-to-DC
Converter Stage 1
Bidirectional DC-to-DC
Converter Stage 2

Battery 1

Fig. 2-3. Battery test system with bidirectional power converters

2.2 Power Flow
In the manufacturing of batteries, formatting and grading processes are needed.
The formatting process is to apply a specific charging and discharging currents to
establish the following operation characteristics on a newly manufactured battery. The
grading process is to fully charge and completely discharge a battery several times to
classify its maximum capacity. Fig. 2-4 shows the power flow of the conventional
formatting and grading processes without programming. The tested batteries in a same
product batch are either charged or discharged simultaneously. As a result, the sum of
the charging and the discharging currents go through a stage of the AC-to-DC converter
and two stages of DC-to-DC converters, resulting in a large current and hence
considerable power conversion losses.
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For reducing power conversion losses, to schedule the formatting and grading
processes is a straightforward method. The power flow with programmed processes is
illustrated in Fig. 2-5. The charging current of a battery is programmed to be provided
by another battery which is to be discharged. The charging and the discharging currents
are counterbalanced at the DC bus. In the case that the charging power is larger than the
discharging power, the AC-to-DC converter converts only the insufficient power needed
by the charged battery. On the contrary, the AC-to-DC converter recycles the surplus
power to the AC mains when the charging power is less than the discharging power. As
a result, only a smaller amount of power is processed by the AC-to-DC converter,
leading to reduced power losses. With appropriate programmed formatting and grading
processes, the power consumption can be effectively saved on the battery manufacturing.
However, there are still more stages of the DC-to-DC converters between batteries
while power is converting, leading to power conversion losses.

Charge

DC Bus

Discharge

AC Mains

AC Mains

Bidirectional
AC-to-DC Converter

Bidirectional
AC-to-DC Converter
DC Bus

Bidirectional DC-to-DC
Converter Stage 1

Bidirectional DC-to-DC
Converter Stage 1

Bidirectional DC-to-DC
Converter Stage 2

Bidirectional DC-to-DC
Converter Stage 2

Battery
1

Battery
1

(a) Charging mode

(b) Discharging mode

Fig. 2-4. Power flow without programmed process
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DC Bus
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Converter Stage 1

Bidirectional DC-to-DC
Converter Stage 1

Bidirectional DC-to-DC
Converter Stage 2

Bidirectional DC-to-DC
Converter Stage 2

Battery 1

Battery 2

(a) Charging power > Discharging power
Charge
Discharge

AC mains
AC-to-DC Loss

Bidirectional
AC-to-DC Converter

DC Bus
DC-to-DC Loss

Bidirectional DC-to-DC
Converter Stage 1

Bidirectional DC-to-DC
Converter Stage 1

Bidirectional DC-to-DC
Converter Stage 2

Bidirectional DC-to-DC
Converter Stage 2

Battery 1

Battery 2

(b) Charging power < Discharging power
Fig. 2-5. Power flow with programmed process
A configuration with fewer power conversion stages and the power flow as shown
in Fig. 2-6 is proposed. The configuration illustrates the power flow of the battery test
system with a bidirectional DC-to-DC converter interposed between two tested batteries
which are paired up for transferring the charging/discharging power directly. In which, a
battery is scheduled for charging and the other for discharging, preferably, with a same
power at the same time. The discharging power flows to the battery being charged
through a single-stage power converter. Ideally, the charging and the discharging power
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are counterbalanced to each other. However, the power profiles for charging and
discharging can be different for most practical cases. To cope with the difference
between the unequal powers, another bidirectional DC-to-DC converter has to be
introduced between each battery and the DC bus to regulate the excessive or insufficient
power. This attached converter can be small since only a minor power is processed.
To minimize the power conversion in the attached converter, the interleaved
DC-to-DC converter has to convert most of the power. For the best, in some special
cases, the attached converter between the DC bus and batteries need not to be activated,
letting a battery obtain or release all the power through the interleaved DC-to-DC
converter. If the power converted by the interleaved DC-to-DC converter can not afford
the proposed charging current of the charging battery, the converter attached between
the charged battery and the DC bus is activated to complement the insufficient power.
By contrast, if the power converted by the interleaved DC-to-DC converter is larger
than charging power, the converter attached between the discharged battery and the DC
bus will be activated to retrieve the surplus power.
AC Mains
Bidirectional
AC-to-DC
Converter
DC Bus
Bidirectional
DC-to-DC
Converter

Battery 1

Bidirectional
DC-to-DC
Converter

Bidirectional
DC-to-DC
Converter

Battery 2

Fig. 2-6. Power flow of proposed battery test system
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Chapter 3 Analysis of Charging/Discharging Circuit
A circuit configuration for charging and discharging batteries is proposed to reduce
power conversion losses in the manufacturing processes. Two tested batteries are paired
up with a charging/discharging circuit. By scheduling one for charging and the other for
discharging, only a little part of power is supplied from the DC bus by an additional
power converter. The circuit operation and analyses are illustrated with a derived
control scheme.

3.1 Circuit Configuration
Fig. 3-1 shows the proposed charging/discharging circuit. By considering the
possible voltage levels of the tested batteries, an H-bridge converter with stepped
up/down voltage is interleaved to provide a current path in between. By the interleaved
bidirectional power converter, the tested battery can be either charged or discharged by
the counterpart battery. In addition to the H-bridge converter, an additional flyback
converter is attached on each battery to make up the insufficient or surplus current. To
have high overall power conversion efficiency, the processed power by the flyback
converter, which may be practically of lower efficiency, is preferably small. By guiding
the most power to go through the H-bridge buck-boost converter, only one flyback
converter in the two pair-up batteries is activated at a time.
When the voltage of discharged battery is higher than the charged battery, the
H-bridge converter operates as a buck converter to step down the voltage level. On the
contrary, the H-bridge converter operates as a boost converter to step up the voltage
level when the voltage of discharged battery is lower than the charged battery. In the
case that the discharging power from one battery can’t cope with the required charging
current for the other battery, the corresponding flyback converter of the battery to be
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charged is activated to complement the insufficient current. On the contrary, the
corresponding flyback converter of the battery to be discharged is activated to withdraw
the excessive current when the discharging power is higher than the scheduled charging
power for the other battery. Once the charging or the discharging process has been
finished, all the required discharging or charging current goes through the flyback
converter.

DC Bus

Flyback
Converter
a

Sas

Sbs
H-bridge Converter

Las

Lbs

Lap

Lbp

SH1

Sap

SH3

Flyback
Converter
b

Sbp

B2

B1
LH

SH2

SH4

Fig. 3-1. The proposed charging/discharging circuit for the battery test system

3.2 Circuit Operation
The operation of the charging/discharging circuit can be explained by the H-bridge
converter and the flyback converter, respectively. The H-bridge converter can be
operated with either the buck conversion mode or the boost conversion mode. On the
other hand, the flyback converter attached on the discharged battery is activated to be
operated with the recycling mode in the case that the discharging power is higher than
that requested by the charged battery. Alternatively, the attached flyback converter on
the charged battery is activated to be operated with the complementing mode when the
discharged battery cannot cope with the current requested by the charged battery.
Figs. 3-2 and 3-3 show the operation modes of the buck conversion and the
boost conversion of the H-bridge converter, respectively. In this illustration case, the left
12

battery, B1, is being discharged and the right one, B2, is being charged. In practice, the
battery to be discharged has a higher voltage than that of the battery to be charged.
Therefore, the operation of the H-bridge converter starts from the buck conversion
mode to draw a current from the discharged battery to the charged battery. When the
H-bridge converter is operated with the buck conversion mode, the two active power
switches on the right leg are not switched on and off alternately but stay always on or
off constantly. The upper switch, SH3, remains on and the bottom switch, SH4, remains
off to configure the H-bridge converter as a buck converter as shown in Fig. 3-2. At
Stage I of the buck conversion mode, the upper switch, SH1, is turned on while the
bottom switch, SH2, is turned off to conduct a current from the battery B1 to the battery
B2. At the same time the inductor, LH, is charged by the voltage difference between B1
and B2. The inductor current increases linearly.

iLH 

(VB1  VB 2 )
t +I o1
LH

(3-1)



where Io1 is the initial inductor current at this stage.
At Stage II, by turning off SH1, the inductor current freewheels through two power
switches SH2 and SH3. This current decreases linearly.

iLH 

VB 2
t  Io2
LH

(3-2)

where Io2 is the peak inductor current in an operation cycle.
At this stage, the energy stored in LH is released to B2.
In the case that the voltage of B1 is lower than that on B2, the H-bridge converter is
operated as a boost converter. Likewise, the operation of the boost conversion mode is
explained in Fig. 3-3. The two active power switches on the left leg, SH1 and SH2, remain
on and off respectively. At Stage I of the boost conversion mode, the inductor, LH, is
charged by the battery B1 by turning on SH4. The inductor current increases linearly.
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iLH 

VB1
t +I o1
LH

(3-3)

where Io1 is the initial inductor current at this stage.
At Stage II, SH4 is turned off and SH3 is turned on at the same time to conduct the
inductor current from B1 to B2. The inductor, LH, is discharged with a reversed voltage
which is the voltage difference between B1 and B2. The inductor current decreases
linearly from the peak inductor current, Io2, at the end of Stage I.

iLH 

(VB 2  VB1 )
t +I o 2
LH

(3-4)

At this stage, the energy stored in LH is released. The discharging current from the
battery B1 flows through LH to the battery B2 which is to be charged.
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The operation of the attached flyback converters on the two pair-up batteries is
described by the recycling mode and the complementing mode. The recycling mode is
performed when the power given by the discharged battery is larger than that requested
by the charged battery. The flyback converter is activated to process the excessive
power. Fig. 3-4 shows the two operation stages of the recycling mode. At Stage I of this
mode, the active power switch, Sap, on the battery side is turned on to charge the
coupled inductor. The current on the primary side of the coupled inductor increases
linearly.

iLap 

VB1
t +I i1
Lap

(3-5)



where Ii1 is the initial inductor current at this stage.
At Stage II, by turning off Sap, the energy in the coupled inductor is transferred
to the DC-bus. To reduce the conduction loss, the active power switch, Sas, on the
DC-bus side is turned on to conduct the freewheeling current for synchronous
rectification. The energy stored in the coupled inductor is recycled back to the DC-bus.
With a reversed DC-bus voltage, the current on the secondary side of the coupled
inductor decreases linearly from the peak, Ii2, in an operation cycle.

iLap 

VDCbus
t +I i 2
Lap

(3-6)

The complementing mode is executed when the power provided by the discharged
battery cannot cope with the power requested by the charged battery. The insufficient
amount of the power is offered by the DC-bus. Fig. 3-5 illustrates the current paths of
the two stages for the steady state operation. At stage I, the active power switch, Sbs, on
the DC-bus side is turned on to charge secondary side of the coupled inductor. At this
stage, the inductor current increases linearly.
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iLbs 

VDCbus
t +I i1
Lbs

(3-7)

where Io1 is the initial inductor current.
At Stage II, by turning off Sbs, the stored energy in the coupled inductor is transferred to
B2. For synchronous rectification, the active power switch, Sbp, on the battery side is
turned on to conduct the current from the coupled inductor. The current on the primary
side decreases linearly from the peak, Ii2.

iLbp 

VB 2
t +I i 2
Lbp

(3-8)
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3.3 Variable Frequency Modulation with Constant
On/Off-Time Control
It should be noted that the terminal voltage on a battery is getting lower when it is
being discharged but getting higher when being charged. As time elapse, the voltage
difference between two pair-up batteries becomes smaller. In the buck conversion mode,
the inductor LH is charged by the voltage difference between the two pair-up batteries at
Stage I and is discharged by the voltage on the battery B2 at Stage II. For a smaller
voltage difference, a longer time is required to charge LH to the requested charging
current for the battery B2 in an operating cycle, meaning that a larger duty-ratio is
needed for the operation with a constant switching frequency. However, the minimum
and the maximum duty-ratios of a power electronic converter are both limited by the
least times for completely switching the active power switch from the on-state to the
off-state and from the off-state to the on-state. On the other hand, the inductor LH is first
charged by the battery voltage on B1 and is then discharged by the voltage difference in
the boost conversion mode. Therefore, a longer off time and thus a smaller duty-ratio is
required to decrease the inductor current with a smaller voltage difference for a constant
switching frequency. These problems can be solved by decreasing the operating
frequency. With a lower frequency, both larger and smaller duty-ratios are obtainable. In
this research, a smaller duty-ratio and a larger duty-ratio are realized by variable
frequency modulation with constant on/off-time control for boost and buck conversion
modes, respectively.
The transition from the buck conversion mode to the boost conversion mode is
illustrated by Figs. 3-6, 3-7, and 3-8. At the beginning, the H-bridge converter is
operated with a constant high frequency, f, at the buck mode to discharge the battery B1
and to charge B2. As shown in fig. 3-6, the duty-ratio is adjusted to be larger gradually
17

to accomplish the same requested average current since the voltages on the two pair-up
batteries are getting closer to each other during this period. At t1, the voltage on the
discharged battery B1 is decreased to be very close to that of the battery B2. At which,
the duty-ratio of the H-bridge converter has reached the critical point with the specified
minimum value, and the operation starts to transit from the pulse-width modulation to
the variable frequency, f’, modulation. Thereafter, the duty-ratio is extended by keeping
the off-time remains the same but increasing the on-time. The on-time and thus the
switching-cycle becomes longer and longer. Eventually, the inductor current does not be
charged up but starts to decline at the on-time interval, meaning that the voltage
difference has been reversed. In other words, the requested charging current cannot be
accomplished by the buck conversion. Then, the H-bridge converter is swapped to the
boost conversion mode as illustrated in Fig. 3-7. At the beginning, the on-time of the
boost converter remains at the minimum. The average inductor current is controlled by
adjusting the off-time. At this time, the H-bridge converter is operated at a relatively
low frequency with a relatively long off-time since the battery voltage on B2 is only
slightly higher than that on B1. During this interval, the operating frequency becomes
higher and higher, and eventually reach the specified maximum frequency, 75 kHz, as
illustrated by Fig. 3-8. Then, the H-bridge converter is constantly operated at this
frequency to regulate the battery current with pulse-width modulation.
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Fig. 3-6. Wavefroms of high and low operation frequency for buck conversion mode
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3.4 Control Scheme
Fig. 3-9 shows the flow chart for control scheme. At the beginning of operation, all
the power switches are turned off. First, the discharged current, Id and charged current,
Ic are set. Then, the voltage of discharged battery B1 and charged battery B2 are
compared to each other to decide which conversion mode to be activated. However, in
practice, due to the not ideal factor on the circuit, the voltage cross on the inductor, in
actually, is not equal to the difference between two pair-up batteries. As a result, when
the circuit is activated as the operation frequency modulation, the maintenance of the
discharged or charged current is the determination for buck or boost conversion.
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Fig. 3-9. Flow chart of the beginning operation
Fig. 3-10 shows the flow chart of buck conversion. For the best, there is only a
flyback converter is being activated. Therefore, the control scheme can be divided by
the control of the H-bridge. First, SH3 is remained constant on and SH4 is remained
constant off for the operation of buck conversion mode. Then, the duty-ratio of power
switch, Sap, is detected to determine which current is controlled by H-bridge converter.
Figs. 3-11 and 3-12 illustrate the flow chart of charged current and discharged
current controlled by H-bridge converter respectively. The adjustment for duty-ratio of
SH1, DSH1, controls the current through the H-bridge converter. Therefore, since the
duty-ratio has not reached the limited duty-ratio, Dlimit, the adjustment of DSH1 controls
the charged or discharged current to achieve the requested current. If DSH1 has reached
Dlimit, the operation frequency is modulated to control the charged or discharged current.
And so on, the flyback converter controls the current which is not controlled by the
H-bridge converter for complementing or recycling.
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Figs. 3-13, 3-14, and 3-15 illustrate the flow chart of the boost conversion mode.
Similar to the buck conversion mode, the boost conversion mode can be divided by
which current is controlled by the H-bridge. The different is the power switch for
controlling the H-bridge current is SH4 and the power switch which remains constant on
is SH1 and the power switch which remains constant off is SH2.
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Fig. 3-13. Flow chart of the boost conversion mode
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Chapter 4 Design and Experiment
4.1 Experimental Design
Fig. 4-1 shows the configuration of the proposed laboratory circuit, which is
designed for emulating the charging and discharging behaviors of the two pair-up
batteries in a battery test system. The H-bridge converter formed by four power
MOSFETs, SH1, SH2, SH3, and SH4, with an inductor is used for bi-directionally
conducting the major parts of currents between the two batteries. Each battery is
attached by an auxiliary flyback converter, connected to the DC-bus for balancing the
difference between the charging power and the discharging power. The flyback
converter with two active power switches can transfer power bi-directionally between
batteries and the DC-bus.
The operations of the H-bridge converter and the flyback converter are controlled
by a digital signal processor (DSP) with pulse-width modulation. The gate signals for
switching the active power devices are produced by DSP and transferred to the gate
driver circuit for the voltage amplification and isolation. Besides, the voltage is
requirement for battery to cut off. Consequently, the current and the voltage of the two
pair-up batteries are feedback to the digital control signal processor. At the same time,
the data of the voltage and current are stored in data extractor for the record. By the
feedback of the voltage and current, the digital control signal processor products the
PWM signal to the gate driver circuit for control the active power switch to achieve the
requested condition.
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Fig. 4-1. Experimental configuration
Table 1 lists the circuit parameters. The voltage of the DC bus is 45 V, which
comes from an AC-to-DC converter supplied from the AC mains. In the experiments,
lithium ion cells are tested. The nominal cell capacity is 2.5 Ah which charging rate of 1
C is corresponded to 2.5 A. Both of the H-bridge converter and the associated flyback
converter are designed to always be operated at the continuous conduction mode (CCM).
For the H-bridge converter, the range of input and output voltage are from 2 V to 3.6 V
and the input current is from 1 C for the discharged current while output current is from
1 C to 0.1 C for the constant current to constant voltage charging (CC-CV). With the
maximum operation frequency selected at 75 kHz, for the buck conversion mode and
the boost conversion mode, by the volt-second law, the boundary of the inductance are
calculated as

LBuck 

Vo (1  D)
•
Io
2f

(4-1)

LBoost 

Vo (1  D)2
•
• DT
Io
2

(4-2)
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To operate the converter at CCM, LH is chosen as 50 μH.
For the flyback converter, the input voltage is 45 V and the output voltage is from
2 V to 3.6 V. And so on, the output current is requested from 0.1 C to 1 C. By the
volt-second law, the boundary of the inductance is calculated as

L flyback

Vi 2 • D 2

2  f  Pout

(4-3)



To operate the flyback converter CCM, the inductances of the primary-side, Lap and Lbp,
are designed as 22 μH. By the law of conservation of energy, the secondary-side, Las and
Lbs, of the coupled inductors are calculated as

I i Vo 1 D
  
I o Vi N 1  D

(4-4)

Ls
1
 2
Lp N

(4-5)





With the substitute of the inductance on primary side, the inductances of secondary side
are calculated as 436 μH.
At the time of the operation frequency modulation, the constant off time and on time is
set. The constant off and on time are slightly larger than the time for power switch to
turn on and cut off completely. Figs. 4-2 and 4-3 show the waveforms of gate signal, vgs,
and the voltage between drain and source, vds. The time for power switch to turn on
completely is 450 ns while the time for power switch to turn off is 406 ns. Consequently,
the constant time is set as 650 ns, which is slightly larger than 450 ns and 406 ns.
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Fig. 4-2. Time for power switch to turn on completely
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Fig. 4-3. Time for power switch to turn off completely
Table 4-1. Circuit parameters
DC bus voltage

45 V

Switching frequency

75 kHz

Lithium Ion Cell

ANR26650M1-B

Inductor, LH

50 μH

Inductors, Lp1, Lp2

22 μH

Inductors, Ls1, Ls2

436 μH

Limit of constant on or off time

650 ns

Power MOSFETs, SH1, SH2, SH3, SH4

IRFB3307

Power MOSFETs, Sas, Sap, Sbs, Sbp

IRFP4868PbF
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4.2 Experimental Results


Formatting Process
For verifying the operation of charging/discharging circuit and the purpose of

reducing power conversion loss. An experiment for the formatting process is designed.
Formatting process is to apply a specific charging and discharging currents on the
battery. Therefore, a formatting process shown in Table 4-2 is designed. 1 C constant
current and 3.6 V constant voltage are applied for the CC-CV charging until the cut-off
condition which are 3.6 V and 0.1 C respectively. Then, the battery is discharged by the
constant current of 1 C until 3.1 V. At last, the battery is charged with 3/5 C until the
voltage of battery increases to 3.4 V. The tested batteries are arranged in pairs. With the
programmed process, a tested battery starts the process after another tested battery
finishes the CC-CV charging.
Figs 4-4, 4-5, and 4-6 illustrate the power, current, and voltage of the formatting
process respectively. With the programming schedule, a tested battery starts after
another battery finishes the first charging step for reducing the most conversion loss. By
the power conversion among two tested batteries and DC bus, Stage I to IV are divided.
Table 4-2. Formatting process
Step

Cut-off condition

1 C constant current charging

The voltage of battery increases to 3.6 V.

3.6 V constant voltage charging

Charged current decreases to 0.1 C.

1 C constant current discharging

The voltage of battery decreases to 3.1 V.

1 C constant current charging

The voltage of battery increases to 3.4 V.
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Stage I (Complementing)
Due to the programmed schedule, at this stage, only the battery B1 is being charged.

As illustrated in Fig 4-7. All the power is converted by the flyback converter while the
H-bridge converter is not activated. At this moment, the operation of the
charging/discharging circuit is same as conventional tested circuit. As a result, the effect
of charging/discharging circuit is not shown at this stage.


Stage II (Boost conversion mode and complementing)
At this stage, the charging step of B1 is finished. For the programmed schedule,

another tested battery B2 starts the first charging step. Therefore, to reduce the
conversion loss, the H-bridge converter is activated to convert most of the discharged
power for charging B2. As shown in Fig. 4-8, the H-bridge converter operates as boost
converter. With the same requested current, the input current of the boost converter is
not able to afford the output current. Therefore, the flyback converter attached at B2 is
activated to complement the insufficient current from DC bus. At this moment, the
charged power is converted by the H-bridge converter and the attached flyback
converter to B2. After the start of the CV charging, the requested charged power is
getting less and less. Therefore, the power offered from B1 decreases slightly. As a result,
the complemented power from DC bus is getting less and less.
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Stage III (Complementing for both batteries)
When the voltage of battery B1 decreases to 3.1 V, the discharging step is finished

and the last charging step of B1 is started. However, at the same time, the battery B2 is
still being charged with constant voltage. Because both the batteries are required for
charging, the H-bridge converter is inactivated and the DC bus charges both the
batteries through the flyback converters simultaneously.


Stage IV (Boost conversion mode and recycling)
After the charging current of B2 is decreased to 0.1 C, the charging step of B2 is

finished. So on, the discharging step of B2 starts. Though the voltage of B2 is lower than
B1, however, the current required for B1 is less than B2. As a result, the H-bridge
converter is operated as boost conversion mode and the flyback converter attached on
B2 is activated to recycle the surplus power.


Stage V (Recycling)
At this stage, the voltage of B1 is increased to 3.4 V which matches the cut-off

condition of the last charging step. Therefore, the formatting process of B1 is finished
and at this moment B2 is still processed the discharging process. As illustrated in Fig.
4-11, at this moment, all the power discharged by B2 is recycled back to DC bus by the
attached flyback converter.


Stage VI (Complementing)
After the voltage of B2 is increased to the 3.1 V which is the cut-off voltage for the

discharging step. The next step of formatting process starts for charging B2 with 3/5 C
until the voltage of B2 increased to 3.4 V for the end of the formatting process. As same
as Stage I, all the power is converted by the attached flyback converter to charge the
battery with required current as illustrated in Fig. 4-12.
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Grading Process
Another important process for battery manufacturing is grading process. An

experiment is designed to charge and discahrge the battery fully for verifying the
grading process. Apply 1 C discharge of constant current until 2 V cut-off voltage and 1
C charge of constant current and 3.6 V charge of constant voltage until 0.1 C cut-off
current. Figs. 4-13, 4-14, and 4-15 show the powers, currents and voltages of two
pair-up batteries for fully discharging and charging. The charged current is remained at
1 C for constant current charging until the voltage of charged battery increases to 3.6 V.
After the voltage of charged battery is 3.6 V, the charged current decreases gradually for
remaining the voltage at 3.6 V for constant voltage charging. On the side of the
discharging, due to the characteristic of Lithium iron phosphate battery, the voltage
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decreases smoothly at the most operation interval, but steeply near the end. To sum up,
the decrease of the discharged power is same as the decrease of the voltage. As shown
in Fig. 4-13, the requested power of charged battery decreases after the voltage reaches
the 3.6 V and the power of discharged battery remains smoothly at the interval where
voltage varies slightly, but drops steeply near the end.
Fig. 4-16, 4-17, 4-18, and 4-19 illustrate the waveforms of transition state when the
H-bridge converter transforms from buck conversion mode to boost conversion mode.
As shown in Fig. 4-16 and 4-17, the operation frequency as buck conversion mode is
decreased to remain the requested current. Since the buck conversion mode is not able
to remain the requested current, the operation of H-bridge converter transforms to the
boost conversion mode with a low operation frequency as illustrated in Fig. 4-18 and
4-19. In the boost conversion mode, the operation frequency is increased to remain the
requested current until the operation frequency is 75 kHz. Though the voltage of
discharged battery is still higher than charged battery, the H-bridge converter is operated
as boost conversion to offset the voltage drop on the circuit. After the operation
frequency is 75 kHz, the H-bridge converter transforms to pulse-width modulation
shown in Fig. 4-20.
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Fig. 4-13. Powers of two pair-up batteries for grading process
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Fig. 4-16. Waveforms of high operation frequency in buck conversion mode
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Power Equalization
The formatting process for the battery is depended on the battery manufacturer.

Therefore, any kind of design for requested charging and discharging current is able to
occur. As a result, to test the best effect of the charging/discharging circuit, meaning that
two of the flyback converters are inactivated, a formatting process is designed. The
battery B1 is discharged fully with 1 C to the cut-off voltage 2 V. Both attached flyback
converters are inactivated and all the discharged power is converted through the
H-bridge converter. Figs. 4-22, 4-23, and 4-24 illustrate the powers, currents, and
voltages of the two tested batteries respectively. Because only the H-bridge converter is
operated, the power charged to the battery B2 is the cross by the power discharged from
the battery B1 and the effciency of the H-bridge converter. The voltage of the decharged
battery steeply drops at the end of the discharging. At this moment, though, the voltage
of charged battery is slightly varied. Cause to the constant discharged current, the
charged current is varied with the variety of the voltage of charged battery.
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Fig. 4-21. Powers of two pair-up batteries for power equalization
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Fig. 4-22. Currents of two pair-up batteries for power equalization
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Fig. 4-23. Voltages of two pair-up batteries for power equalization
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4.3 Calculation of Power Conversion Loss
For the experiment for the formatting process, total energy discharged from and
charged to the battery B1 are 8.12 Wh and 11.59 Wh, respectively. Total energy
discharged from and charged to the battery B2 are 8.19 Wh and 11.56 Wh, respectively.
Total energy complemented from and recycled to DC bus are 18.09 Wh and 5.55 Wh,
respectively. With the same formatting process, for the conventional battery test circuit,
each stage of converter is supposed to have efficiency of 90 %. To achieve the same
discharging and charging B1 and B2, the conversion loss is 8.53 Wh. For the proposed
circuit, total conversion loss is only 5.7 Wh, which 33 % of energy is saved.
For the experiment for the grading process, total energy discharged from and
charged to the battery B1 are 8.96 Wh and 8.81 Wh, respectively. Total energy
discharged from and charged to the battery B2 are 8.87 Wh and 8.96 Wh, respectively.
Total energy complemented from and recycled to DC bus are 4.01 Wh and 0.33 Wh,
respectively. With the same grading process, for the conventional battery test circuit, the
total conversion loss is 7.56 while the total conversion loss is only 3.74 Wh, which 50
% of energy is saved.
For the experiment for the equivalent power, total energy discharged from the
battery B1 is 8.93 Wh and the total energy charged to the battery B2 is 7.33 Wh. For the
conventional battery test circuit, the conversion loss is 3.42 Wh. For the proposed
circuit, total conversion loss is only 1.6 Wh which 53 % of energy is saved.
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Chapter 5 Conclusion
A charging/discharging circuit has been proposed to reduce the power conversion
losses during formatting and grading processes in a battery test system. To realize the
power balancing by the proposed circuit, the tested batteries are arranged in pairs and
scheduled to be operated in an opposite manner for charging and discharging,
respectively, at a same time. An H-bridge converter has been designed to convert the
most power between the two batteries. In cooperation with scheduling of the formatting
and grading processes, the converted power in between is preferable to be
counterbalanced to each other. An additional bi-directional flyback converter with a
high step-down voltage ratio has been designed to take power directly from the DC bus
to complement the difference between the available power from the discharged battery
and the required power by the charged battery. By processing a small amount of power
in the flyback converter, which is notoriously with a low efficiency, the power
conversion losses can be reduced effectively.
Experimental tests are made on two pair-up batteries, in which one is discharged
by a constant current and the other is with CC-CV charging regime. As compared to that
in the conventional battery test system, the proposed charging/discharging circuit has a
much lower conversion loss with properly scheduled manufacturing processes. The
proposed charging/discharging circuits can be connected for a large amount of tested
batteries to make the scheduling of the formatting and grading processes more flexibly.
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